
1. Prince William is Married to Meghan Markle  False -  It is Prince Harry

2. A Lion is the animal symbol of the Star Sign Leo  True

3. Berlin is the Capital City of Germany  True

4. Bing Crosby is famous for the Song “My Way”  False – It is Frank Sinatra

5. Elizabeth Taylor was married 9 times   False – She was only married 8 times

6. The Great Wall of China is 21,196 km long   True

7. Darth Vader was the father of Luke Skywalker and Princess Leia in the Star Wars Films  True

8. The Longest tunnel in the World is the Channel Tunnel from England to France   
False   - it is the Gotthard Base Tunnel in Switzerland, which is 35 ½ miles long, 4 more than the Channel Tunnel 

9. The Grand Canyon is in Nevada  False -  it is in Arizona

10. “Love me do” was the Beatles first hit song in 1962  True

11. A woman has walked on the moon  False  - only 12 men to date (June 2020) have walked on the moon

12.  In the Acropolis in Greece it is illegal to wear high heels  True – to protect the ruins from damage

13. The heart of a Shrimp is located in its spine  False - it is located in its head

14. The Canary Islands are named after dogs and not birds  True

15. Sweden has the most Islands of any country in the World  True it has 267, 570 of them, not all inhabited though
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16. Only 10% of the world’s population are right handed  False -  10% are left handed

17. The biggest bird in the world is the Ostrich  True – although it is a flightless bird and built for running

18. The pistachio is actually a fruit and not a nut   True – the outer fruit is removed when they are processed

19. Alice is the most popular girls name in the World  False – it is Sophia or Sofia (as at June 2020)

20. Men look at themselves in the mirror more often than women  True -  although could be hotly debated – discuss at leisure
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